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 exe file or a .zip file executing a program which you don't really want to run, this file may also be called as
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Backdoor.Win32.Generic, Trojan.Win32.Generic or as Win32/Generic. It may also hide under a different name, for
example, .sys or .scr. Most of the time this happens because of an attachment in an email. You should delete this attachment. No-

CD/Fixed EXE - Game Trainers are commonly infected EXE files and it is very common that people download and install
Game Trainers via the Internet. However, some games require you to download special "No-CD" or "Fixed EXE" files to play
the game or avoid cheating detection. You may need to download a Game Trainer from one of the links below: News [ edit ]

Hacking/Anti-cheating software [ edit ] Hacking/Anti-cheating software is software used to reduce gaming abilities. This
includes gamesharks, serveral hacking programs (e.g., TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and ICMP (Internet Control
Message Protocol) stack-based scanner, decoder, packet dissector), software to change game settings (as made by Valve

Corporation), and applications that sniff or manipulate network traffic and modify it to other networking packets. They are
generally used by players with competitive gaming goals. There are two types of software: Software that can detect cheats and

then either works to disable it, or fails when it detects the cheats. This will usually tell you that a cheater is being used. Software
that attempts to modify a player's connection by sending them bad information. This is generally a form of cheating and is

frowned upon. If an opponent is using hacked software, there are two possible results. The most common is that the opponent is
set back slightly. Sometimes opponents can do more damage to a hacked player than to a non-hacked player. Some people use
hacking software on their private servers, but if it detects their connection, it blocks the connection. Usually, the person will

simply be unable to connect to their server. Some types of hacking software are: Firmware - written to a piece of hardware, like
a game console. It is often the method of choice for home users. Remote administration - sometimes used on network servers. It

is usually used to change settings. The most common 82157476af
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